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David J. M. Coleman  EM3 report:
2017 Kirchentag in Berlin

The Kirchentag is a great gathering, usually centred on one city, in which the 
‘Evangelical’ (‘protestant) churches of Germany offer an incredibly rich mix of 
worship, lectures, drama, music, and almost anything else you can think of .  And it 
happens every two years. This one was especially ambitious to take note of the 
500th anniversary of the symbolic beginning of the Reformation, with the legendary 
posting, in Wittenberg, 500 years ago,  of Luther’s 95 Theses in objection to the 
practice of selling forgiveness (including posthumously) as a fund-raising strategy 
for the new building of St Peter’s in Rome.

It was with  deep gratitude that I just 
about managed to make arrangements 
to  attend the Berlin/Wittenberg 
Kirchentag; continuing challenges with 
fatigue, following my time as carer for 
Zam and her subsequent death,  meant 
that I was not as alert to deadlines as I 
might have been.  

To face the arduousness of attending 
this event was also quite daunting, as I 
had the significant church event of 
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Pentecost Sunday shortly after my return, and no colleague to pick up the pieces, 
as might have been the case in previous years.

This Kirchentag - my 5th, I think,  (Hannover, Bremen Cologne, Stuttgart previously) 
marking me out as what was describe in opening worship as ‘ein alter 
Kirchentagshase’  [old hand, shall we say] had the additional emotional weighting 
of being the first I have attended since the reconfiguration of my household since 
my wife and partner in ministry Zam Walker died. 

With all that also has gone  a diminution in confidence, not least in my abilities with 
German, as with almost everything.  I had agreed to do a short presentation as part 
of an event for the German Iona group, on the Friday morning, for which the remit 
was “Lebensreise : A journey of life”. 

To prepare this had been extremely challenging in various ways, not least the need 
to see more recent ‘stations’ of my life in the context of the whole; a discipline I had 
avoided for some while.

 In that, my standards are quite high, based on my first class degree with distinction 
in spoken language, way back in 1986. In the transition phase, whilst landing in a 
language area, I am, each time,  for a few days perhaps unduly aware of my 
linguistic shortcomings. Encouragingly,  people very soon started taking me for a 
German, if a hesitant and tongue-tied one!

Based on previous experience, I planned ‘buffer days’ either end of the event, to get 
to know the city and its transport links, as well as to visit cultural institutions: I 
bought  29 Euro  ‘Museum Pass’ which would enable me to visit most of the state-
run museums, but also took note of the opening times:  some were not open on 
Mondays.

Although I had visited Berlin three times in the early eighties, the ‘new’ united city 
‘after the wall came down’ was a bit more of a challenge. My own  impression 
(though not of those who live there)  was that, having several ‘centres’, Berlin is 
somewhat more difficult to navigate than other German cities. On the other hand, I 
have found that the way to get the feel of a city is to get lost in it, which on arrival, I 
proceeded, productively  to to. 

After the first night in a modest hotel near the airport, I moved into the ‘2A Hostel’ 
which had the advantage of being immediately adjacent to an S-Bahn station,  
though, despite offering better comfort than the ‘school-floor’ option, had the 
disadvantage of constant changing and sometimes noisy room-mates.  I might 
return to the ‘Gemeindequartier’ option on a future occasion, since sharing a room 
with everyone dedicated to the Kirchentag makes life easier.  I generally woke up 
about 5am.
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Before the Kirchentag proper got moving, I visited the Natural History Museum, 
where it was a delight to encounter their celebrity fossils at close quarters: 
especially the world-famous Berlin archaeopteryx, and the tallest mounted fossil in 
the world, their ‘giraffatitan’ brachiosaurus, then the exceptionally complete 
tyrannosaur, a recent acquisition, which has been named ‘Tristan’. I also 
remembered that this same collection had included the holotype spinosaurus,  
which had been destroyed by allied bombing. This relatively recent history merges 
seamlessly with more ancient history in the various museums and exhibitions of 
Berlin.

For the first time, I had the ‘roaming’ option set up on my mobile phone, so was 
able to be in touch with my family and close friends, as well as posting occasional 
thoughts on the sub-events I was attending.
These form the basis of the following notes:

23rd May: 
Very straightforward direct flight from Glasgow, landing in what must have 
been the airport in the East of Berlin. It was after 3 by the time I managed to 
board an S-Bahn train, which was slow and clunky, and diverted route due to 
maintenance meant I got a bit lost. This is no disaster-it seems to be how I get 
the hang of cities. My intended destination, the Natural History museum, was 
locking up as I arrived, but I do now know where it is. now having a mental 
picture  also some of the locations of events tomorrow. Relaxing evening 
before returning on a fast modern train to my lodgings by the airport. ... 
Double take shock of the day... Seeing a Macdonalds in an S-Bahn station 
that I had a memory of from the Communist era.
 
24th May
Travelling to locate the Hostel and drop off my bag to go exploring.

Took time to  return to Treptower Park - the Soviet war graves and memorial to the 
‘liberators’ of Germany from Fascism. I had been shown round this by an official 
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communist guide, when it was in a 
rather poorer state of repair than 
that in which it is now kept by the 
Federal German government. 
Deeply moving, because of the 
suffering acknowledged, but also 
deeply disturbing because of the 
awful prominence of the many 
quotes from Stalin, reminding you 
of how free and liberal things were 
under his rule, and trying to stir up 
“their name liveth for evermore”  

sentiments, revelling in 
“heroism”. Several thousand 
Russians are buried here.  It’s a 
holy place of sorts. But how 
extremely and blasphemously  
that remembrance and holiness 
is hijacked and distorted. Just as 
it is , to some extent, by the 
nature of Remembrance still 
stage-managed by the militaristic 
aspects of the British state. 

This particular monument revels 
in the racial equality and concern 
for friendship between nations 
that is integral to socialism.  

Which of course it is. But what a bloody mess Stalin made of it!

 This was a good curtain-raiser to the reflective dilemma as to what to do with good 
things that come through awful circumstances and people. Not least Luther and his 
writings on the Jews.

 Stopped at Alexanderplatz - the glamorous 
showcase square for East Berlin. Of course, 
the cost had rocketed of getting up the 
Fernsehturm (Berlin landmark, and the still the 
tallest building in Germany 368.03 m 
(1,207.45 ft). The tower was constructed 
between 1965 and 1969 by the government of 
the German Democratic Republic (DDR). It 
was intended as both a symbol of communist 
power and of Berlin. I went up to the revolving 
restaurant in the early eighties. But not this 
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time. Looking up at  the angular panels of the 
sphere on the top of the column, and over at 
the Rotes Rathaus (Red Town Hall) I was 
struck by how hugely photos shape and limit 
our memories. The clarity and definition of the 
photos I am taking today is greater than those 
which I took in the eighties. 

I was experiencing Berlin in much higher 
definition than remembered.

On to the the Natural History Museum (see 
above). “The Berlin Archaeopteryx.... Delicate 
and legendary ..”  In connection with the science/
faith events at Greenock West, I have a cast 
(presumably a cast of a cast) of this highly 
significant fossil, discovered in 1874 , and first 
pointing to the similarities of birds and dinosaurs. 
A very special experience to see it ‘in the flesh’  
from less than a metre away, and appreciate the 

delicacy of the 
bones and the 
feathers.

Also very 
impressed by a guide showing round a ground of 
very small children: accessible, but absolutely not 
condescending.

On into what I had known as the centre of Berlin : 
the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedächtniskirche (Kaiser 

Wilhellm Memorial Church) … an 
imperialist structure savagely bombed 
in wartime (1943), now rebuilt as a 
deeply moving modern worship space, 
with glass - mostly deep blue - from 
bombed churches.  The Cross of Nails 
from Coventry Cathedral, was 
prominently displayed. 

The present building, which consists 

Alexanderplatz in the early 80s. My own picture
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of a church with an attached foyer and a separate 
belfry with an attached chapel, was built between 
1959 and 1963. The damaged spire of the old 
church has been retained and its ground floor has 
been made into a memorial hall. The Memorial 
Church today is a famous landmark of western 
Berlin, and is nicknamed by Berliners "der hohle 
Zahn", meaning "the hollow tooth”.

The Kirchentag had clad the whole of 
the 53 metre bell tower in an orange 
sleeve with variations on this year’s 
key Biblical text of ‘Du siehst mich’. 
[***Genesis 16:13. ““You are the God 
who sees me,” = the assurance of 
Hagar, having run away from her 
arguably abusive slave-owners,  
Abraham and Sarah: this was used 
throughout the whole event to reflect 
on the situation of refugees and other 
oppressed or powerless people]

There were flowers and memorial 
candles immediately outside, recalling the terrorist attack nearby last year which 
had claimed the lives of 12. How had I not heard of this?

David J. M. Coleman
24 May at 15:29 ·
Getting more Kirchentag momentum now.... Dropped in at centre for 
international guests, but don't think I was foreign enough. Feeling on this trip 
even more annoyed with brexit and the lunacy of making us more foreign 
after a lifetime of neighbourliness. And, more to the point, of peace. I was 
born less than 20 years after Ww2. But had the privilege, despite self 
perpetuating propaganda in children's comics, of viewing it as history.

Of the several possible opening services, I had decided top attend the one by the 
Brandenburg Gate - which had been, of course, off-limits during my previous visits. 

in the early 80s. My own picture
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Wikipedia: The Brandenburg Gate (German: Brandenburger Tor) is an 
18th-century neoclassical monument in Berlin, built on the orders 
of Prussian king Frederick William II after the (temporarily) 
successful restoration of order during the early Batavian 
Revolution.[1] 

It is located in the western part of the city centre of Berlin at 
the junction of Unter den Linden and One block to the north stands 
the Reichstag building, which houses the German parliament 
(Bundestag). The gate is the monumental entry to Unter den Linden, 
the renowned boulevard of linden trees, which led directly to the 
royal City Palace of the Prussian monarchs.

An introduction described the intent of the builders to be remembered for making 
and maintaining peace, though the goddess on the top is definitely a goddess of 
victory. Victory was also represented on the Siegesäule, ( Victory column) visible 
down the far end of a radiating Allee). The goddess looked bland and humourless. 
The horses looked rather jolly, I thought.

Protest figures - one, familiar from Stuttgart, protesting 
against ‘subsidisation of the Kirchentag’ the other 
highlighting the ‘naked truth’ about Luther’s suggestions on 
what to do with the Jews, which ‘Hitler carried out with 
precision’.

24 May at 15:55 ·
Feeling, perhaps rather belatedly emotional simply to 
be able to walk all the way down Unter Den Linden.

-But no, not quite, as 
the security measures 
were rather intrusive. 
After the introductions, 
I decided to attend the 
service in the field 
before the Reichstag. 
Again, introductions 
called to mind the 
significance of the 
location:  democracy 
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and its stifling. The flags were at 
half-mast - again, I think, in 
recognition of the Manchester 
attacks a day or so previously.

There was an impressively 
stage-managed use of spectacle 
- giant inflatable spheres being 
carried around by groups of stilt-
walkers, printed with the 
pervasive graffiti of the city, wth 
historical prints, and as a 
mirrored surface, showing what 
we are as a people gathered 
together.

There was an introduction to the idea of seeing and being seen, and also a 
reminder of the ‘islands of encounter’ for the evening, where people were 
encouraged to sit down and ask each other moderately intrusive questions from a 
series of paper questionnaires. I got very stuck into this, rebooting my German in 
the process.  I managed to come away with two of the three papers, which are 
already translated into English.

We were also given ‘emoji’ cards to 
express how we were feeling

Then a few hours of taking in the 
stalls of the many local churches, 
offering snacks and information on 
their local mission.  I won a small 
candle, getting all my answers 
about Luther right.

Apparently I was standing more or 
less next to a friend of a friend, 

who had taken a picture of me.

After the opening service, Archbishop of 
Canterbury Justin Welby turned up and 
pontificated worthily, repeating over and 
over again the line from the Reformation 
hymn “Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott”. 
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24 May at 22:07 ·

The beginning of the Kirchentag was uplifting, challenging -the contextual 
reminder with the Reichstag as backdrop of the fragility of peace and freedom 
- but also very much overshadowed by events in Manchester, following the 
similar attack in Berlin last year. Unprecedented and intrusive security 
measures which had thousands of people walking a lot further than they 
wanted to. 

24 May at 22:19 ·
Ducked out  before evening prayers in city centre at 10.45 to make sure I do 
recharge. Lots of reflection going 
on, though!

24 May at 22:25 ·
Oh, and flowers and candles outside 
the British Embassy….

===================================================

Memorials: to the victims of the Manchester 
attack; the huge grim grey blocks of the 
holocaust memorial, and a reminder of those who 
died trying to escape from Communist East Berlin
(just by the Brandenburg Gate)
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David J. M. Coleman at Apple Kurfürstendamm.
25 May at 05:41 · Berlin, Germany ·
Early walk on a very quiet Kurfürstendamm. Amazing 
how the iPad autocompletes the name of this 
street....sitting outside the Apple Store cadging their 
wifi for a few minutes.

On, eventually, to the Messe (exhibition display ground) 
where the security men won’t let me in before 8am to an 
8am Communion which is a good 10 mins walk from the 
entrance barriers.  I manage 
to negotiate access!

25 May at 07:26 
A fairly cassocky 
communion for 
Ascension, with a group 
whose morning services I 
have attended before, in 
the part of the Messe set 
aside for 
‘Gemeinschaften’  - 
religious orders and 
communities.

25 May at 08:21 ·

To a Bible study with the archetpal tatooed 
pastor Nadia BolzWeber. The only English 
language thing I would attend... Came across 
some other URC folk recognised from Kevin 
Snyman’s pictures from Warwick.

25 May at 08:49

She’s very fast and witty. Tending slightly to 
confining God only to the marginal and weird.  
Actually, if you listen, extremely orthodox. And 
that’s her radical edge. Taking the faith seriously, 
especially in its inclusiveness and challenge 
even to those who like to challenge others. And 
that’s her radical edge.
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Bikers’ service, heavy on guitar 
music and metaphor (“he sees you 
even when your visor is down”) 
outside the Gedächtniskirche. 
Rather a heavy police presence too. 
And some wonderful mid-life crisis 
machines.

25 May at 13:15 ·

Since Chancellor Angela  Merkel had ditched her relatively interesting - and 
long - session for an election photo opportunity hob nobbing with Obama,  I 

filled in with an 
exhaustive reminder of 
why Natural Theology 
doesn't work even 
though you feel it ought 
to unless you move the 
intellectual goalposts. 
However….

A Swedish professor 
suggested that in 
Scandinavia Natural 

Theology was a foregone 
conclusion.  Pointed to Lutheran ideas that challenge the idea that God makes the 
world and we make things in it. No, he said; the hand of God was integral to all 
creation of any kind. even by us…

A German ‘biologist and philosopher’ challenged how we think of something so 
basic as breathing. I have already used these ideas in last Sunday’s sermon for 
Pentecost: 

 How transformation is a constant in the most basic under-the bonnet aspects of out 
lives. 

How we are not just stoves that burn oxygen, but rather that the oxygen we breathe 
in becomes part of us as we breathe in, and the   carbon we breathe out has been 
an integral part of our bodies before we get round to breathing it out.  To live is to be 
in a constant state of transformation. We make the world part of ourselves and we 
make ourselves part of the world. Without needing to notice it.
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 Returned to the city to eat and clear my head…

Then back to the 
Messe, and …
25 May at 17:25 ·

Mellowing with 
some time in the 
nomadic 
storytelling tent 
with Hagar, Sarah 
and Ezekiel.... My 
"word" for the day: 
Is anything 
impossible for 
God?  [Which was 
very significant to me 
in the time after my experience of call to ministry and before 
being accepted for training, and now has a different 
resonance in the current circumstances of my life]

Via the city centre.. a fairly early night.

=====================================

26 May at 
06:22 ·
A bit more of 
the 
pilgrimage.. 
Remains of the 
Wall at 
Potsdamer 
Platz.  This had 
been a place 
where people  
could come 
and climb up a 
viewing 
platform to see 
the devastation 

of no-man’s-land.  I remember my first visit there in the early eighties. And the 
rabbits who were the only living things moving around. They’d get run over 
now. But there’s a display of bits of wall.
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26 May at 07:21 · Morning prayer at the Gedächtniskirche, led by the Berlin 
branch of the Cross of Nails group for reconciliation.

Before 11 to the rather outlying location for 
there Iona Community contribution to the 
Kirchentag. I delivered my ‘Lebensreise’  in 
German alongside a Syrian refugee, who 
spoke in English. 

Many insights there, including the tendency of 
westerners to lump terrorists  and refugees 
together. A refugee is someone who is terribly 
alone. A terrorist is part of a big, powerful and 
mostly well-resourced network. Their situation 
is so different, it’s a scandal that media and 
populism conflate them
Shared in leading midday prayers.
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26 May at 13:30 ·

Found this one and got in 
only just in time. Play 
about Luther and Lukas 
Cranach. ( the commercial 
artist who gave some 
visual shape and form to 
the publicity of the key 
figures of the Reformation. 
With an art factory in some 
sense comparable to Andy 
Warhol). 

The experiential dimension of drama is pretty good revision. Here, as elsewhere, no 
attempt made to gloss over Luther’s completely unacceptable utterances on the 
Jews, though he does come over as awkward but cuddly.

Wikipedia on Cranach : After 1517 he occasionally illustrated the 
old subjects, but he also gave expression to some of the thoughts 
of the Reformers, although his portraits of reformers were more 
common than paintings of religious scenes. In a picture of 1518, 
where a dying man offers "his soul to God, his body to earth, and 
his worldly goods to his relations", the soul rises to meet the 
Trinity in heaven, and salvation is clearly shown to depend on 
faith and not on good works.

Towards the end of his life, after Luther's initial hostility to 
large public religious images had softened, Cranach painted a 
number of "Lutheran altarpieces" of the Last Supper and other 
subjects, in which Christ was shown in a traditional manner, 
including a halo, but the apostles, without halos, were portraits 
of leading reformers. He also produced a number of violent anti-
Catholic propaganda prints, in a cruder style, directed against 
the Papacy and the Catholic clergy. 

26 May at 17:36 ·
At the Messe (exhibition centre). Sitting down with a very nice salmon and 
mustard Laugenzopf sandwich, waiting for a concert including some nice 
historic Lutheran things…

26 May at 18:01 ·
Might be Luthered out by next week, but doing ok so far.
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26 May at 18:32
 Significant insight for 
tonight. The true revolution 
of the Reformation was the 
discovery for the common 
people of a God who was 
friendly, perhaps rather 
unlike your overlord, and to 
whom you could even sing a 
love song.

26 May at 22:04 ·
To Brandenburg gate for evening prayers,  following on from a concert by a 
young female artist, well attended by lots of young people waving their illuminated 
mobile phones in the air as directed from the stage. 

Then candles are given out to all in the crowd for evening prayers, led by the same 
group that offered the presentation on ‘Lutheran’ music earlier in the evening.

26 May at 22:28 ·
A day of being reminded that inclusion and joy are key and revolutionary 
Reformation themes…
===============================================================
27 May at 07:55 ·
Morning prayer at the Dom. Might stay on for Bible 
study as a pew is better than a box to sit on 
… A colossal structure I had seen from a distance whilst 
visiting East Berlin. Huge and hefty  space full of pews, 
with lots of security measures.  

Fairly awful imperial approach 
to the words of Christ in the 
iconography. Statues of the 
Reformers dotter around high 
above, looking like an afterthought. 

Wikipedia Berlin Cathedral (German: Berliner 
Dom) is the  Evangelical Supreme Parish and 
Collegiate Church (German: Oberpfarr- und 
Domkirche zu Berlin) in Berlin, The building was 
finished in 1905 Berlin Cathedral has never been 
a cathedral in the actual sense of that term 
since it has never been the seat of a bishop.
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The imperial state paid the complete construction cost of 11,5 million 
Marks. At 114 metres (374 ft) long, 73 metres (240 ft) wide and 116 
metres (381 ft) tall, it was considered a Protestant counterweight to St. 
Peter's Basilica in Vatican City. 

27 May at 13:38 ·
Whilst studiously avoiding all the musicals about Luther, 
I did attend another theatre piece presented by an 
apparently slightly unhinged puppet master... Actually 
brilliant and a reminder that puppet theatre in Europe is 

not necessarily for 
children…

 later went on to a play 
about Luther's wife..... In 
the meantime city centre 
is full of football fans!!!!!  
- who look, sound, and 
behave more or less as 
do British ones. Huge 

police presence, though.

27 May at 21:38 ·
After just coming round a corner as began a performance of Beethoven’s 
‘Ode to Joy’ . Finished the day with a bit more Luther in a dramatised concert 
with slightly half hearted but at least competent multimedia enhancement and 
a boys' choir.  In St Hedwig’s RC cathedral, still full of incense from the Mass 
just before. It was very good, but The vicious sharpness of the puppet Luther 
is what I will really remember and savour from the day…..
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Picked up a large number of the ‘emoji’ cards which were part of the encounter 
evening. Getting ideas for using them in a Pentecost service on Sunday to 
emphasise the inclusiveness of Pentecost. When distributed, these helped the 
congregation to be the Phrygians, Pamphylians and Mesopotamians etc.

============================================
[Sunday ] 28 May at 04:10 ·
Da ich bereits wach bin: 'rauf nach Wittenberg!  [As I’m 
already awake, I might as well clear off to Wittenberg.]

 I know that special trains are running from the Südkreuz 
station, particularly to get all the brass bands in place for a 
rehearsal. I’m hoping this will also mean I get a good look 
at the Thesentür at the Schloßkirche, where Luther may 
well ahem nailed up his objections to the privatisation and 
commercialisation of the church’s ministry of forgiveness 
in 1517.

That door. Sorry, I left 
my hammer back in 
Greenock
The town is clearly in a 
commercial foment as 
Lutherstadt Wittenberg..  
A notice advertises a 
cafe as “The only place 
in the world where you 
can have a nice cup of 
coffee and look over at 
the Thesentür”.  Luther 
cake, Luther Beer, 
Luther Sausages are all 
on offer.

28 May at 06:58 ·
A.nice moment...translating for a Dane whose only foreign language is 
English, as the locals learned Russian at school.
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To the festival grounds… a very long 
walk across to the Elbe meadows, 
across a pontoon bridge provided by 
the Bundeswehr. Again, intrusive 
security. 

28 May at 08:23 ·
Even by Kirchentag standards, this is 
colossal.

But  though 200 000 were hoped for, and 
the sound could hold 250 000, perhaps 

120 000  in aggregate 
eventually arrive 
throughout the day. The 
biggest massed brass 
band in the world.
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A grand spectacle. Sermon in English from a South African bishop, for whom the 
great spiritual gift of the Reformation is the courage to stand up to authority.

Lots of local churches provide ‘altars’ from which to distribute wafers and non-
alcoholic wine. And it’s very very hot.

28 May at 21:57 ·
Kirchentag closing worship very ambitiously at Wittenberg. Glad I went in 
early (with the brass players) as it gave me leisure to see the Thesentür and 
walk the very very long way to the festival meadow . Terrific atmosphere, but 
again security was intrusive. The Coptic church leader interviewed about a 
terrorist attack on children in his church compared them to the martyrs of 
Bethlem , who would be greeting them in heaven. South African church 
leader preached, singling out the key, for him, aspect of the Reformation as 
the courage to question authority. The reading was 1 cor 13. Kirchentag 
finally getting round to displaying hymn words on screen. Rather too hot for 
me, so returned to Berlin ASAP after the service. As ever an encouragement 
to see huge numbers of young folk involved, though they sometimes seem to 
be schooled in being jobsworths.. Probably my most reflective Kirchentag, 
though I had to be more careful than previously about getting exhausted. 
Difficult in this heat!'... I could write a load of sermons on the basis of this 
week, but how to retain it?
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It is, however, too hot to risk sitting around listening to all the other speeches etc. 
Back on the very long hot path to the station, and some Berlin peasanty food in a 
cafe on the un-peasanty Under Den Linden, sharing a table with Ukranian choir 
members (Kirchentag regulars) and their German hosts. 

Evening at the ‘Komishe Oper’  Comic Opera house, which I last visited 33 years 
ago when it was in East Berlin.   To a remarkable production of Don Giovanni, 

which takes seriously its original 
description as Opera Giocosa - 
a comic opera.  A lot of sending 
up of morals and customs 
creeps in. Don G presented as a 
figure almost identical  with 
Christopher Nolan/Heath 
Ledger’s ‘Joker’ from there Dark 
Knight Batman film - 
charismatic, but totally without 
conscience.  Lots of laughs, and 
very very sharp. Rather glad I 
went to the scene-setting 
introduction, though.

Sung in German, with, thank goodness,  subtitles available on the seat-backs.
==========================================================

29 May at 07:24 ·

Having transferred  my bags 
to the hotel for tonight, visit  
‘Mauerreste’. Reminder and 
remains of the wall. 1400 m 
long memorial. 

Includes  remnants of the 
‘Church of Reconciliation’ which 
was dynamited to make room 
for the wall and its band of 
death. memorial of those who 
died trying to get out.  A field of 

rye as a memorial.

Then a serious museum morning:  the Neues Museum (lots of Egyptian things, but 
also notices complaining about Soviet plundering of the collection). Bomb damage 
highlighted in a way which integrates it with the collection.  And the incredible 
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Pergamon Museum.  The big blue Ishtar Gate of Babylon, reproduced in full scale.  
A reminder of the power and prestige of the Biblical Babylon?

29 May at 19:07 ·
Just to set the following in context. I've long considered the British Museum 
to be plunder-house of the Empire. Likewise, I found it shocking that the 
Museum of Scotland managed to take an ancient cross from the Isle of Barra, 
replacing it with a replica..
So not quite sure what to make of the bizarre hybrid of display and 
integration of bomb damage to the Neues Museum, as well as rather a lo of 
mention of items stolen by the Soviets, stuck in some archive somewhere, 
and Not Given Back!!!. Museums are a bit like zoos. They claim to preserve 
what would otherwise be lost or damaged, and no doubt this is the case with 
the Ishtar Gate. And we love to visit them, and we're grateful for the thrill of 
being close to a celebrity bit of museum theft, like the Nefertiti bust... Is it 
time to replace museums with virtual reality hubs of exceptional quality, and 
offer to send home the plunder of the past? Trouble is, I do like to see the 
plunder.
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I manage an hour or so in the Transport Museum, and the  ‘Old Gallery’ coming 
across lists of unfamiliar ‘old masters’ but most notably a room full of Caspar David 
Friedrich, the impressive Romantic landscape painter, 
before a long and frustrating journey, due to the thunderstorms resulting from the 
recent annihilating heat!

A very productive and stimulating study leave, which will feed well into my week-to-
week work in ministry.
David J.M.Coleman  June 2017


